Launched by Rose Gracie of the legendary Gracie Brazilian jiu-jitsu family, the Gracie Concussion Challenge calls on fighters to take control of their brain health.

The challenge is out to participate in research and get educated on concussions and chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). CTE used to be called punch-drunk syndrome because it was first found in boxers, but is now found in combat sport athletes from various disciplines. Join Rose Gracie and take the challenge. Here’s how:

1. **Pledge Your Brain**
   
   to the Concussion Legacy Foundation and help scientists develop A CURE FOR CTE.

2. **Get Educated**
   
   on concussions to PROTECT YOUR BRAIN and YOUR CAREER.

Learn Why Rose Gracie Is Fighting For You

in her interview with MMAUncaged: [Click Here!](http://ConcussionFoundation.org/Gracie)